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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p1 be an arbitrary positive integer and let G and H be groups of the 
same order n. Given a function f from G into H and a nontrivial element 
UEG*=G-(11, we define a mappingfu from 6 into 
fz: x b-f(ux) scxa l. 
f is said to be a planar function of degree n if f,, is bijective for all u E G*. 
embowski and T. 6. Ostrom studied such functions [2, Sect. 5; 3, 
p. 2271 and showed that every planar function from G into N gives rise to 
an affine plane S(G, H,f) of order n, which is defined in the following way 
(cf. [3, 5.1.12]). 
Points: the elements of the direct product G x 
Lines: L(a,b)= ((X,J‘(xa-l)b)IxEGj, LEG, beH, 
L(c) = (Cc, v) IY E HI, c E 6. 
Incidence: set theoretic inclusion. 
It is an open problem to decide the possible degrees of planar functions. 
For example, every degree must be odd by Lemma 9 of [2] (ef. 
Remark 2.3). Furthermore, in all the known examples both G and H are 
elementary abelian p-groups for some odd prime p and the resulting planes 
are all the semifield planes of odd order coordinatized by commutative 
semifields (Remark 3.2). In particular the known examples of planar 
functions have prime power degrees. 
The purpose of this paper is to study planar functions. In Section 2 we 
will show that each planar functionffrom G into W corresponds to a parti- 
tion of G x G (Lemma 2.1). From this we have a system of diopbanti~~ 
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equations that has at least one solution (Lemma 2.2). As an application, we 
will give a result that rules out some possibilities for the degrees of planar 
functions (Section 4). The terminology we use is standard and can be found 
in [4] or [6]. 
2. SOME PARTITION GIVEN BY A PLANAR FUNCTION 
Let G and H be groups of the same order n. Throughout the section 
elements of G will be denoted by small Roman letters and elements of H 
by small Greek letters: G = {a, b, c, . . . >, H = { CI, p, y, . . . >. 
Let f be a function from G into H and set S, = { .‘c E G 1 f(x) = cc}, tl E H. 
Further set T(a, q j = S, x S,, - T,, where T, = {(x, x) 1 x E G 1. Clearly 
T, u Uv,t~ T(cc, II) is a partition of G x G. Let T,, = lJatH T(u, q), q E H. 
AnactionofGonGxGisdefinedby(a,b)c=(ac,bc)for(a,b)EGxG 
and c E G. Every planar function can be interpreted in the following way. 
LEMMA 2.1. The following three conditions are equivalent. 
(i) f is planar. 
(ii) T(cc,q)nT(B,q)u#@ impliesu-1 (c(, B, ~EH, UEG). 
(iii) G*={ab-‘l(a,b)~T~} f or every ~1 E H. (If this is the case, 
IT,1 =n-1.) 
ProoJ: Assume that fis planar. Let (a, b)E T(cc, q), (c, d)E T(fl, r/) and 
assume that (a, 6) = (c, d)u for some u E G. Then, as f(a) = CI, f(b) = tlcr, 
f(c)=P, and f(d)=rl/?, we have f(a)f(b)-‘=f(c)f(d)-‘. From this 
&l(b) =fcd-l(d). On the other hand, 1 fab-’ = (cu)(du)-’ = cd-‘. By 
the definition of a planar function, b = d. Hence u = d-lb = 1. Thus (i) 
implies (ii). 
Assume (ii) and deny (iii). Since lJVEHTV= ((x, y)~GxGlx#y) 
and T, n T,, = @ for any distinct r and p in H, there exists an ‘1 E H such 
that 1 T,, 1 > (n’- n)/n = rz - 1. Hence ab-’ = cd-’ for some distinct (a, b), 
(c,d)ETV. Set U=C -‘a (=d-‘6) and cc=f(a), /?=f(c). Then (a, b)= 
(c, d)u and (a, 6) E T(a, rlj, (c, d) E T(b, 9). By (ii), U= 1, contrary to 
(a, b) # (c, d). Thus (ii) implies (iii). 
Assume (iii). If f,(a) =f,(b) for some a, b, UE G, u # 1, we have 
f(ua)&-’ =f(ub)p-‘= q for some v] E H, where cr=f(a) and p=f(b). 
Then, as uf 1, (a, UU)E T(a, y) and (6, ub)E T(/?, q). Hence (a, ua), 
(b, ub)E T,,. Since a(ua)-r= b(ub)-‘, we have a = b by (iii). Thus (iii) 
implies (i). 
In the rest of the paper we assume that f is planar. Let x, be the number 
of elements of S,. Clearly x, is a nonnegative integer. 
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LEMMA 2.2. The following hold. 
(i, -y:lEH.Y;l=n. 
(ii, -y:aEH.x;=2”- 1. 
(iii) ~fq~Handr~#l, therl~,EH.~,.Yn;=M--l. 
Proqf Since G = IJ, E H S,% and S, n S, = 0 for any distinct E. $ c N, 
(ii holds. 
If q f 1, then S, x S,, n T, = 0 and so j T(cc, ?!)I = IS, x S,, I = .Y,x,~,. 
Hence XEH~~I.~BX= iT,l =n-I. Thus (iii) holds. 
Remark 2.3. By the above lemma, CnEh’ X,(X, - 1) = PI - I and so ‘7 
must be odd (cf. Lemma 9 of [2] ). 
DEFINITION 2,4. Let CC;, q, ...l u,, be a labelling of the elements of H, 
A matrix M = (HZ.,,,,) relative to f is defined to be an >i x II matrix of 
nonnegative integers such that wX8,,, = X,:-I,,. 
Prooj Let M.Mt=(a,,p). Then a,,~=C:..,nr,.:,371~,:,=~;,EHS,-~;,.i.iS~!:. 
=C:.EH X,~li,Sg-la~-Lr.=~ScH +Y~x~- I~. &. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, M. M’ = 
(n - 1 )f+ rrl. In particular IM. M’l = ,“+l and so M is a nonsingular 
matrix. 
Since MJ= JM ( = nJ) by Lemma 2.2(i). (M.Mtjilf= ((n- Ijl+t:ij M 
=M((n- “)J+nI). Thus M’.M=(n- 1)JinI. 
LEMMA 2.6. There esists an n x n unitary i7iQiri.X Err such thl 
- i 
z 1 0 
ti ~ 1 &fLT = .... where zl = n and -,?, = n.for j > 1. 
0 r,r 
PIWOJ: By Lemma 2.5, there exists a unitary matrix tr such that 
~~~‘Mli’ is a diagonal matrix. Set 
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Hence we may assume z, = it. Since U is a unitary matrix, ZlZl 0 
(U-lMUj(U-'MU)t= U-'MM'U= !- 1 . . . . 0 z,, z,, 
By Lemma 2.5, the eigenvalues of M. M’ are r? (with multiplicity 1) and 
n (with multiplicity II - 1). Thus zjFj = n for every j > 1. 
Since II is odd, G and H are solvable groups by the Feit-Thompson 
theorem. In particular H/[H, H] # 1 and so there exists a nontrivial linear 
character of H. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 1 be a tzorztriuial linear character of H. Set z= 
Ii2 ZEH~,A(~). Then zf=n. 
ProoJ Since 
for any t E @, -72 = IZ by Lemma 2.6. 
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3. PLANAR FUNCTIONS CORRESPONDING TO SEMIFIELD PLANES 
All the known planar functions are constructed from semifield planes In 
this section we will determine their general form. 
Let q be a power of an odd prime and D a semifieid of order q. T 
semifield plane n(D) is defined as follows [6]. 
Pcints: the elements of the direct product 0 x D. 
Lines: (j!=nzs+h)= {(.Y? J)lJ’=fix:i-b. sEDj, m, hED: 
(x-k)= {(k, )‘)I J-ED), kED. 
Incidence: set theoretic inclusion. 
for al) (.~r. J’~, zi), (x2, ill, zl) E P. Then P acts on ~(8) as a colhnearion 
group in such a way that 
for a point (a. b) ED x D and an element (x, y3 :) E P (cf. [j> Sect. II?]). 
Set A = {C.Y? 0, z)lx, ZED) and 5= {(O, j’. :)I 3’, =ED). Then A is he 
group of (!, , i, )-elations and E is the group of (,x, ;s^l# )-elations. oreove: 
A. and 5 are elementary abelian normal subgroups of P of order q2. Set 
Z = A n 5. Then P = A5 and Z is the group of ali (‘x* b, I-elations of 
order q. 
Assume x(D) ? S(G. El, f) for suitable coihneation groups G and H of 
x(D) and a planar function f from G into H Here H is the group of 
(Q, I, I)-elations for some point Q E i, and G x H acts transitively on the 
aftine points and also on I, - {Q }. (S ee [2, Sect. 53.) If Q f ( x j, then the 
dual plane of n(D) must be desarguesian by Theorem 6.18 of [S]. There- 
fore, without loss of generality we may assume that Q = (#;s j. Therefore 
H= Z and G normalizes P. Clearly Z is in the center of GP. Let E be an 
affine line through (co ) and V an affrne point on it. Let L be the stabilizer 
of V in the group GP. Since Z centralizes L and Z acts transitively on the 
the set of affine points on 1. L must be a group of (‘x8, l)-elations. Hence 
IL1 dq and so IGPI = IGP: Ll x IL1 dq2q=q3= K. Thus G6P. 
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Proof. Since H= 2, G acts transitively on I, - ((CC j ). Hence 
G n A = 1 and so P= GA. From this G 1: GA/A = P/A. Thus the lemma 
holds. 
Remark 3.2. By Proposition 4.3 of [S] and the lemma above, D is 
isotopic to a commutative semifield. 
LEMMA 3.3. There exists an element 0 #a E D such that GH = 
u x, ax, z) 1 x, z ED: and (ax)~‘=(q)xfor allx, JED. 
Proof Since GHn B = H, (1, a, a’) E GH for some elements a, a’ E D. 
Then GH~{(.~,~!,z)~P((x,~~,z)(l,a,a’)=(l,a,a’)(x,~~,z)}=((x,ax,z)~ 
Plx, ZED:. Hence GH= {(x,ax,z)~PIx, ZED). 
Let x and J be any two elements of D. Then (x, ax, 0), (y, a~‘, 0) E GH 
as GH > H = 2. Therefore (x, ax, 0)( y, U~V, 0) = (y, a~, 0)(x, ax, 0) and so 
(ay)x = (ax) J’. 
LEMMA 3.4. There exists a mapping g from D into D such that 
(i) G= {(x, ax, g(x))lxED) and 
(ii) g(x + J) = g(x) + g(y) + (q,)xfor all x, YE D. 
Proof: Since G n Z= G n H = 1, G can be represented in the form 
stated in (i). Since (x, ax, g(x))(y, a~, g(y)) = (x + y, a(x + I’), g(x) + 
g(y) + (uy)x), we have (ii). 
LEMMA 3.5. Put F(x) = g(x) - $(ax)x. Then F(x + y) = F(x) + F(y) for 
x, y E D. 
Prooj Since (ax) y = (OJJ)X, we can verify the lemma by direct calcula- 
tion. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let (c, d) be an affine point of n(D), c, dE D, and (x, ax, z) 
an element of GH. If we identfv each affine point (c, d)‘“~““~Z’ with (x, ax, z), 
the set 3 of affine points on n line (y = tm + b) is 
Y={(x,ax,mx-((ax)c+s)jx~D}, where s = mc + b - d. 
Proof: Since (c, d)‘“~““~‘) = (c+x, d+(ax)c+z), each point (t,mt+b) 
corresponds to (x, ax, z), where c + x = t and d + (ax)c + z = mt + b. 
Hence 9= ((t-cc,a(t-c),mt+b-d-(a(t-c))c)ltEDJ= {(x,ax, 
nzx-(ax)c+s)(x~D), where s=mc+b-d. 
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PRQPOSITION 3.7. Let D, G, H, and f be as stnied abotle. !f‘ we ident@‘j, 
G and H tcith the additive group D +, the plaanar jkction f corresponding to 
the group GH has the Jo form 
f(x) = (XT + (rx”)x” + s)/-’ 
Here s E D, 0, T, p E Hom( D + , D + ), and 8 and p are nonsi:zgular. Moreowr 
0 # r E D and (rx) J’= (r~!)x for all x, y E D. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, 3 = (up 1 H’ = (x, O.Y, g(.v)) E G, p = (0, 0, Tv~(.Y) i, 
XEDj-, where N(x) = mx - (axjc + s - g(x). Hence, by i *) in Section 1 
f(x) = (mr” - (ax”)c + s - g(2))” 
for some nonsingular 6, p E Hom( D +, D + ). Se: ,‘i’ = F7?Xe - (ns”)r - F(.v”j 
and .” = - ia. Then T E Hom(D +, D + ) and so we have the proposition. 
4. A NONEXISTENCE THEOREM 
In this section we present a theorem on planar functions as an applica- 
tion of the results obtained in Section 2. Throughout rhe section let II ( > 0) 
be an odd integer andf a planar function of degree n from 6 into h: Gim2 
two primes p and 4, ord,(q) denotes the order of 4 in the multiplicative 
group of z;pz. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be a planar function of degree iz J~-GFX G illto H md 
p and q prime ditlisors of II such that ord,(q! k eL?en. [f’ p diLlides 
lH/[H, H]j, then the square free part qf n k not divisible by, q. 
ProoJ: Since p divides 1 H/[H, H] 1, there exists a nontrivial linear 
character 1. of H such that Ap is the trivial cha.ratter. Hence A(E) is an 
algebraic integer of the p-cyclotomic field &I(&) for each a E H. It follows 
that :=xXEH X,~(SI)E Q(<,) and that z is an algebraic integer. where 
s, = jS,I (see Section 2). By Lemma 2.7, z?= n. 
Set i’ = ord,(q), g.= (p - 1 )/r and let G be the Galois group of Q(&) eve: 
Q. By a theorem of number theory (cf. Theorem 5.2.2 cf [I ] ), q has the 
factorization 
q=212,...2 s ii- \ ,I 
in Q(iP), where 9,, &, . . . and &, are distinct prime ideals. Moreover rs;I is 
isomorphic to a cyclic group of order p - 1 and a.cts transitively OE A = 
-:L2~1 2;, .,.~ A&!,>. Hence, the unique subgroup G, of G of order f fixes A 
elementwise. By assumption, r is even, Therefore 9; = 4, ( 1 d id g), where 
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T is the unique element of GO of order 2. Since <b = <; ’ = ca, 5’ = t for any 
r E Q(&,). Thus 
2; = Si, ldidg. (ii) 
Set II = qem, where e and m are some positive integers such that 
(q’, 172) = 1. Then, by (i), II has the following factorization in Q(c,): 
n=2;2!;...2:&. (iii) 
Here g2, and d are relatively prime for each ig { 1, 2, . . . . g}. 
Set z = 9T’4;2.. .92?, where & and 33 are relatively prime for each i E 
{ 1, 2, . . . . g}. Then F= (3!,)e1 (4)‘:. . (Zg)‘+ B. However, it follows from (ii) 
that j = SqljJy. .22 g. Therefore II= ~2 = ~~~~~2 . . .22 BB. Since 2, 
and A@ are relatively prime, we have e = 2e, for each in { 1, 2, . . . . g>. Thus 
e is even and the theorem holds. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let f be a planar fknctiorl of degree n from a group G 
into an abelian group H, Let p and q be primes such that pq divides n. If 
ord,(q) is even, then the square free part qf II is not divisible bJ* q. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let p and q be primes such that p < q and p divides 
qm + 1 for some positive integer m. Then there exists 110 planar function of 
degree pq. 
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